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House Bill 4054
Ordered by the House February 25
Including House Amendments dated February 25
Introduced and printed pursuant to House Rule 12.00. Presession filed (at the request of House Interim Committee
on Rules)

SUMMARY
The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject
to consideration by the Legislative Assembly. It is an editor’s brief statement of the essential features of the
measure.

[Expands list of prior violations that prohibit individual from becoming circulator.]
[Amends time period for which circulator’s criminal records check is valid.]
[Permits name of candidate nominated for more than one district office to appear on ballot more
than once.]
[Permits elector who submitted ballot in unsigned return identification envelope to remain on active
voter registration rolls.]
[Resolves discrepancy regarding day on which challenged ballot records may be released to
public.]
[Resolves certification date discrepancy for write-in ballots.]
[Limits prohibition on electioneering to business hours.]
[Permits person to show person’s own marked ballot to another person.]
Establishes ballot title for Senate Bill 833 (2013) for use in November 2014 general
election.
Precludes judicial review of ballot title.
Voids prior ballot title for Senate Bill 833 drafted by Attorney General.
Declares emergency, effective on passage.
A BILL FOR AN ACT

1
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Relating to elections; and declaring an emergency.

3

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

4

SECTION 1. The ballot title for chapter 48, Oregon Laws 2013 (Enrolled Senate Bill 833),
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as referred to the people by referendum petition for their approval or rejection at the No-
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vember 2014 general election, shall be:
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ESTABLISHES LIMITED PURPOSE, DURATION DRIVER CARD FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO
PROVE OREGON RESIDENCY, MEET DRIVING REQUIREMENTS.
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RESULT OF “YES” VOTE: “Yes” vote establishes limited purpose, limited duration driver
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cards, issued to applicants with valid identification, who prove Oregon residency, pass driver
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tests, pay card fees.
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RESULT OF “NO” VOTE: “No” vote rejects issuing limited purpose, limited duration driver
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cards to applicants with valid identification, who prove Oregon residency, pass driver tests,
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pay card fees.
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NOTE: Matter in boldfaced type in an amended section is new; matter [italic and bracketed] is existing law to be omitted.
New sections are in boldfaced type.
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SUMMARY: Current law authorizes State of Oregon to issue driver license to individual who

2

demonstrates current Oregon residency, safe driving ability and other enumerated require-

3

ments.
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Measure authorizes the state to issue limited purpose driver card to individual who demon-
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strates safe driving ability, provides proof of identity and proof of Oregon residency for more
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than one year, without requiring proof of legal presence in the United States. Driver card
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may be used only for the grant of driving privileges, to provide a driver identification number
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and to identify driver as a veteran, anatomical donor or emancipated minor. Driver card
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must contain feature to distinguish card from driver license. Driver card is valid for four
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years instead of eight years for driver license. Measure specifies fees. Other provisions.
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SECTION 2. (1) Notwithstanding ORS 250.035, 250.065, 250.067 and 250.085, the ballot title
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prepared under section 1 of this 2014 Act shall be the ballot title printed in the voters’
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pamphlet and printed on, or included with, the ballot. A petition seeking a different ballot
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title may not be filed with the Supreme Court under ORS 250.085 or otherwise.
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(2) The ballot title for chapter 48, Oregon Laws 2013 (Enrolled Senate Bill 833), provided
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by the Attorney General under ORS 250.065 and certified by the Attorney General under ORS
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250.067 (2) is void and may not be printed in the voters’ pamphlet or printed on, or included
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with, the ballot. Any Supreme Court review under ORS 250.085 of the ballot title prepared
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or certified by the Attorney General for chapter 48, Oregon Laws 2013 (Enrolled Senate Bill
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833), is moot and terminated.
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SECTION 3. This 2014 Act being necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
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peace, health and safety, an emergency is declared to exist, and this 2014 Act takes effect

26

on its passage.
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